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I:  For every question there are four alternatives choose the correct 

one & fill the correct answer code in your OMR sheet.  

Note-(First 06 Questions are marked in OMR for you) 
 

1. ________Became the king of Magadha. 

 

a. Chanakya                 b. Rakshasa                 c. Chandragupta             d. Chandan Das 

Ans:    c. Chandragupta     

                

2. ________helped Chandragupta to become the king of Magadha. 

a. Rakshasa                    b. Chandan Das                c. Chanakya                    d. None of these 

Ans:  c. Chanakya    

        

03-Chandragupta was placed on the throne by……. 

A. Chandan Das                   b. Chalukya                         c. Rakshasa                d. Chanakya 

Ans.D. Chanakya       
     

04. Rakshasa was on the side of  

a. Nandas                         b. Guptas                         c. Mouryas                         d. Kushanas 

Ans: a. Nandas       

                               

05- The meaning of ‘Fort Night’ is________ 

a. Ten days                   b. Fifteen days                         c. Twenty days                d. A month 

Ans: b. Fifteen days      

06-who were the enemies of Chandragupta? 

a. Nandas                           B. Magadha                   C. Chalukyas                        D. Aryans 

Ans.A. Nandas 
 

QUE  -NO   
A B C D 

01 
    

02 
    

03 
    

04 
    

05 
    

06 
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07- Only one thing remained for him to do. What was one thing remained for him to do? 

a. To find a wise and able minister to help Chandragupta to rule the Kingdom. 

b. To do war with Nandas. 

c. Chanakya requested the king of Nandas. 

d. He wanted to make competition. 

Ans.A. to find a wise and able minister to help Chandragupta to rule the Kingdom. 

 

08- Only one thing remained for him to do. Who does the word "him"refer to? 
a. Him refers to Chandragupta.                     b. Him refers to Chanakya. 

c. Him refers to Chandan Das.                                           d. It refers to none. 

Ans.B. Him refers to Chanakya. 
                                 

09) According to Chanakya the Kingdom would be safe, if…... Was made the minister. 

a. Nanda                                b. Chanakya                            c. Rakshasa            d . Chandan Das 

Ans.C. rakshasa 

 

10- He Only knew the whereabouts of Rakshasa. Who was he here? 

a. Chandan Das                       b. Chanakya                         c. Chandragupta          d. None 

Ans.A. Chandan Das 

 
11-.Who was saved when Rakshasa arrival at the market place?. 

a. Chandragupta                             b. Chandan Das                                 c. Chanakya                        d. None of these 

Ans: b. Chandan Das                                  

 

12. Chanakya came forward and received Rakshasa with great ________ 

a. Anger                     b. Joy                             c. Honor                         d. Shock 

Ans: c. Honor                          
 

13- Who made rakshasa agree to be the minister of Magadha. 

a. Chanakya                 b. Chandan Das                  c. Rakshasa                   d. Chandragupta 

Ans.A. Chanakya 

 

14- Why did Chanakya want to win over rakshasa? Below given which statement is not a right 

answer. 

a. He knew that the kingdom would be safe, if Raksha became the minister. 

b. Rakshasa was a wise and able minister of the Nandas. 

c. Rakshasa was the friend of ChandraGupta. 

d. Rakshasa was on the side of the Nandas. 

Ansc. c. Rakshasa was the friend of ChandraGupta. 

 

15- He made him agree to be the minister of magadha. Who does the word"him"refer to? 

a. Chandragupta                        b. Chanakya                     c. Rakshasa                              d. Soldier 

Ans.c. Rakshasa 

 

16-  His choice fell on Rakshasa.His refers to 

a. Chandragupta                        b. Chanakya                       c. Chandan Das                     d. Clever man 

Ans.b. Chanakya 

 

17-"Oh, it is minister rakshasa! Chandan Das is saved!".who shouted his joy? 

a. Chanakya                         b. People  at market place                         c. Rakshasa 

D. Chandragupta 

Ans.  b. People  at market place                          

 

18-"stop stop!"who said this? 

a. Chanakya                              b. Chandan Das                    c. Rakshasa                          d. Chandragupta 

Ans.C. rakshasa 
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19-for God's Sake, spare Chandan Das". Who said this? 

a. Chanakya                b. Chandan Das      c. Chandragupta                        d. Rakshasa 

D. Chandragupta 

Ans.  d. Rakshasa 

 

20-- Gopi's ambition of childhood was that----------  

a- to ride on deer.           B- to ride on giraffe.    C- to ride on an elephant.     D- to ride on 

camels.  
 

20- Everyone will be your friend when you are ready to------- 

a. Spend your money.            b. Spend your time.              c. Take care of them.                d. Help them. 

Ans.a. spend your money. 

 

21-“ one who praises us on face and leaves us in misery “they are called as………. 

a. Good friends                b.merciless friends                 C. Faithful friends               d. Faithless friends 

Ans.D. faithless friends. 

 

22- Among the given below sentence, which one is incorrect. 

a. Faithful friends always support.                                               b. Faithful friends share joys and sorrow. 

c. Faithful friends do not help in difficult time.                           d. Faithful friends hide our secrets. 

Ans.C. faithful friends do not help in difficult time. 

 

23- What will one call you when you are prodigal? 

a. Merciless man.                        b. Bountiful                        c- Good friend                  d. Kind man. 

Ans.b. bountiful. 

 

24- Who are hard to find in our life? 

a. Friends                      b. Faithless friends                         c. Faithful friends                        d. Good friends 

Ans.c. faithful Friends 

 

25- What  are easy like the wind? 

a. Sounds.                        b. Friends.                      c. Enemy.                             d. Words. 

Ans.D words. 

 

26-  Who is not a friend in misery? 

a. Everyone who flatters us.                            b. Everyone who does not flatters us. 

c. Some friends who flatters.                           d. Many friends who flatters. 

Ans.A. everyone who flatters us. 

 

27- Among the given below sentences, which one is correct. 

a. Faithful friends are easy to find.                                           b. Faithless friends hide their friend’s secrets. 

c. A faithful friend does not bother about our material wealth.    

d. Faithful friends don't help in our difficulties. 

Ans.C. A faithful friend does not bother about our material wealth. 
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LESSON –02 at the zoo 
 

28-The animal Gopi saw first were the -----------  

a- Camels                     b- Elephants                  c-Deer                          d- Crane 
Ans- b- Elephants 
 
29- Gopi's ambition of childhood was that----------  

a- to ride on deer.           b- to ride on giraffe.    c- to ride on an elephant.     d- to ride on camels.                    
Ans- c- to ride on an elephant.      

 

30- Choose the wrong one statement from the given below statements.  

a- The baby elephant was rocking though its chained legs. 

b- The mother elephant was looking sad.      

c- The mother Elephant was crying for its baby.  

d-The grandpa elephant was saddled and girthed with his trappings. 

Ans- c- The mother Elephant was crying for its baby.  

 

30-The lesson AT THE ZOO is in the form of ……. 

a- Essay                     b- Letter writing                  c-Drama                          d- Novel 

Ans- b- Letter writing 
 

31--How are the ugly beasts(Camel) looked, ? 

a- kind and good                 b-soft and kind              c- soft and hard              d- unkind and good  
Ans- a- kind and good              

 

32-Which are the ugly beasts.  

a- Camels                  b-Elephants                            c-Tigers                                      d- Giraffes  

Ans- a- Camels     

               

33- -----------was standing by a huge shed intended for its house.  

a-Giraffe                            b- camel                              c- Deer                  d- Elephant  

Ans- a-Giraffe    

                          

34-* ------------animal is a strange creature. 

 a- camel                         b- Antelope                               c- Giraffe                  d  -Elephant   
Ans- c- Giraffe                   
 

35- Who are doing their daily wing exercise. 

a- camel                         b- Antelope                               c- Crane                   d -Elephant   

Ans- c- Crane      
            
36- Which animal is moving round & round ? 

a- Loin                         b- Young Antelope                       c- Crane                 d  -Elephant   

Ans-   b- Young Antelope                        
36- Who are making load din? 

a- Loin                         b- Young Antelope                       c- Crane                 d  -Stork   
Ans d  -Stork   
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LESSON – 3 – KASHMIR, THE GARDEN OF INDIA 
37- ________is called ‘The Switzerland of the East’. 
a. Uttarakhand                              b. Kerala                    c. Sikkim                   d. Kashmir 

Ans- d. Kashmir 

 

38. Travelers enter the valley of Kashmir at ________ 
a. Baramulla                 b. Anatnag                       c. Srinagar                      d. Leh 

Ans- a. Baramulla        

           

39. ________river flows through Srinagar. 

a. The Ganga                         b. The Yamuna                c. The Jhelum                   d. The Chinab 

Ans-  . The Jhelum   

                  

40-.What  is standing like a huge sentinel pointing to the sky? 

a. The Mount Everest            b. The Kanchana Ganga          c. The Nanga Parbat        d. None of theses 

Ans- c. The Nanga Parbat        

  

41-. One has to tow ________miles up the Jhelum to reach Srinagar. 

a. Twenty                          b. Thirty                          c. Ten                     d. Forty 

Ans- a. Twenty                

42-. ________is called ‘the city of the Sun.’ 

a. Konark                           b. Kanyakumari                   c. Jaipur                d. Srinagar 

Ans-  d. Srinagar 

 

42-. Which is the Capital city of Kashmir ? 

a. Jammu k                           b.Baramulla                   c. Jaipur                d. Srinagar 

Ans-  d. Srinagar 

 

43-. ________is called ‘The Venice of India’. 

a. Sriranagam                   b. Srirangapattan                     c. Sripuram                          d. Srinagar 

Ans-  d. Srinagar 

 

44- . The floating gardens are found in ________ 

a. Chilika Lake                         b. Dal lake                        c. Wular lake                   d. Pulicat lake 

Ans- b. Dal lake      
                    

45-. Plants of particular region are knows as ________ 

a. Flora                        b. Fauna                        c. Vegetation                      d. Forest 

Ans- a. Flora       
                   

46-. Animals of a region or a period are known as ________ 

a. Flora                       b. Fauna                   c. Breed                  d. None of these 

Ans-   b. Fauna      
               

47. The meaning of the word ‘sentinel’ is ________  

a. Enemy                   b. Giant                    c. Guard                   d. Huge 

Ans- c. Guard     

 

48. The meaning of  HOMO PHONES is   

a. Same meaning                   b. Same spelling                   c-same pronunciation                    d. both a& b 

Ans- c-same pronunciation   
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48- Which season is usually liked by people? 

a. Autumn                b. Spring                          c. Winter                    d. summer 

Ans.b. spring 

49- Who wrote the poem autumn song? 

a. Sarojini Naidu                    b G.E.goodrich                              c. Ben Johnson                   d. Anonymous 

Ans.a. Sarojini Naidu 

 

49-- like a joy in the--------- 

a. Golden storm             b. Glittering sheaves                   c. Heart of sorrow                     d. Fluttering leaves 

Ans.C. heart of sorrow 

 

50-How are gardens describe in the poem autumn song? 

a. Silent blowing                b. Wet garden                c. Cold garden                            d. Gardens are damp 

Ans.d. gardens are damp 

 

51- What are leaves doing in the poem autumn song? 

a-flattering                  . b-burning                                         c-rattling      d- shining 

Ans.c rattling 

 

 

 

               

52. ________was the president when M.S.Subbulakshmi was awarded the Bharata Ratns 

a. K.R. Narayanan              b. Rajendra Prasad                 c. Shankar Dayal sharma      d. Pratibhadevi Sing  

Ans-  a. K.R. Narayanan  

              

53- ________ is called ‘the Nightingale of India’ 

a. Lata Mangeshkar                  b. Asha Bhosle                      c. S. Janaki                   d. M.S. Subbulakshmi 

Ans- d. M.S. Subbulakshmi 

 

54. Who was husband of M.S. Shubbulakshmi 

a. Pandit Jasraj                   b. Semmangudi Srinivas Iyer      c. Thyagaraja Sadasivam         d. None of these 

Ans- c. Thyagaraja Sadasivam     
      

55 M.S. was born on ________ 

a. 28 September 1929               b. 16 September 1916              c. 1 December 2004      d.18 December 2002 

Ans-  b. 16 September 1916               

 

56-. M.S. Subbulakshmi was awarded with Padma Bhushana in ________ 

a. 1950                      b. 1952                           c. 1958                     d. 1954 

Ans- d. 1954 

 

57. ________ sung in U.N.O 

a. Asha Bhosle                   b. Lata Mangeshkar                c. M.S.Subbulakshmid                d. None of these 

Ans- b. Lata Mangeshkar                 

 

57. M.S.Subbulakshmi gave her first recital at the age of ________ 

a. 6                        b. 8                               c. 9                                 d. 10 

Ans-   d. 10 
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59- The first woman recipient of ‘Sangit Kalanidhi’ title is ________ 

a. Shamshad Begum                  b. Noorjahan              c. M.S.Subbulakshmi               d. None of these 

Ans-  c. M.S.Subbulakshmi                

 

61  M.S.Subbulakshmi breathed her last on ----------- 

a. 1 December 2004                b. 11 December 2004                 c. 1 December 2002        d. 18 December 2002 

Ans- b. 11 December 2004         

          

61.Where did  M.S.Subbulakshmi breathed her last ? 

a. Madurai                             b. Chennai                             c. Mumbai                              d. Delhi 

Ans- b. Chennai         
                      

62. Lata Mangeshkar was born on ________, at ________ 

a. 16 September1916, Chennai                              b. 28 September 1929, Indore 

c. 16 October 1916, Lucknow                               d. 18 September 1930, Delhi 

Ans-  b. 28 September 1929, Indore 

 

63. Who was the father of Lata Mangeshkar ? 

a. Dinanath Mangeshkar             b. Suryakant Mangeshkar           c. Thyagaraja                    d. Pandit Jasraj 

Ans-  a. Dinanath Mangeshkar    

           

64. Lata started singing at the age of------------ 

a. Four                                 b. Five                              c. Six                           d. Eight 

Ans-  b-five 

 

65. When was Dinanath Mangeshkar passed away? 

a. 1940                      b. 1941                  c. 1942                     d. 1945 

Ans-  c. 1942      

                 

66-. ________is the first film in which lata gave her first play back. 

a. Shaheed                  b. Aap ki sewa main                    c. Majboor                    d. Guide 

Ans- b. Aap ki sewa main                     

 

67  . Lata won Padma bhushan in ________ 

a. 1990                               b. 1994                                 c. 1998                             d. 1999 

Ans-  d. 1999                              

 

68. When Lata was awarded ‘The Bharata Ratna’? 

a. 1998                      b. 1999                        c. 2001                   d. 2002 

Ans- d-2001 

 

69-. Which was the film which gave Lata her breakthrough.? 

a. Shaheed             b. Aap ki sewa main              c. Majboor                 d. Guide 

Ans-  c. Majboor                    

 

70-. Two singers singing together is know as ________ 

a. Chorus                        b. Solo singing                         c. Duet                     d. None of these 

Ans- c. Duet       
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71. ________is the poet of the poem, ‘The Noble Nature’ 

a. Ben Johnson                    b. G.E.Goodrich                      c. Coleridge                     d. William blake 

Ans-  a. Ben Johnson            
          

72. An oak tree lives for ________ year 

a. One hundred                b. Three hundred                  c. One thousand                  d. Two thousand 

Ans- b. Three hundred      

              

73-. The lily looks more beautiful in the month of ________ 

a. January                         b. April                          c. May                         d. December 

Ans-    c. May       

                    

74-. ________is the flower of light 

a. Rose                          b. Lily                            c. Jasmine                           d. Lotus 

Ans-  b. Lily       

 

75-In small proportions we just……. See? 
a. Beauty                           b. Beautiful                           c. Beautify                          d. Beauties 
Ans.d. beauties 
 

76- whose life span is a day? 

a. Man                            b- A lily                          c. Poet                               d. An oak tree 

Ans.     b.A Lily 

 

77-The word 'it' in the poem the noble nature refers to-----------? 

a. Life                       b.A lily                               c. Poet                     d-An oak tree 

Ans.a. life 

 

78-In the poem The noble nature ‘bald’ means ------? 

a. Does                        b. Without leaves                          c. Dried up                                d. None 

Ans.b. without leaves 

 

79- what does it refer to in the poem THE NOBLE NATURE? 

a. Women's life                    b. Man's life                              c. Children's life                         d. Animals life 

Ans.b. man's life    

 
 

80 ________ was the great hero who lived in Persia. 
a. Rustum                    b. Shorab                   c. Romeo                           d. Alibaba 

Ans- a. Rustum           
           

81- Rustum chased by a ________ which drew him near the border of land of Turan. 

a. Fox                 b. Wolf                            c. Tiger                        d. Deer 

Ans- b. Wolf                             

82. Who was the daughter of chieftain of Turan. 
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a. Mariya                      b. Noorjahan                          c. Tahminah                           d. Tasmiyah 

Ans- c. Tahminah    
                         

83. If Tahminah would beget a son, she had to bind the seal to ________ 

a. Neck                               b. Leg                           c. Hand                               d. Arm 

Ans- d. Arm 

 

84. If Tahminah would beget a daughter, she had to bind the seal to ________ 

a. Neck                      b. Leg                             c. Hand                             d. Arm 

Ans-   a. Neck                  

     

85--. ________ name became a terror to the Persain army. 

a. Rustum’s               b. Sohrab’s                c. Akbar’s                                d. Babar’s 

Ans- b. Sohrab’s    
              

86-- The two heroes fought fiercely for ________ days. 

a. Two                      b. Three                      c. Four                      d. Five 

Ans - b. Three    

                    

88- When Sohrab heard the name of his father he dropped the ? 

a. Sword                     b. Dagger                      c. Covering shield                                 d. Himself  

Ans-   c. Covering shield    
                               

89- why did Rustum go back to his army. 

a. Because he was tired of idle life.                                          b. because the King of Persia call him. 

c. Enemies had attacked on Persia                                             d. He wanted to leave Tahminah 

Ans.A. because he was tired of idle life 
 

90-  Sohrab challenged Rustum  for single combat because., he wanted to 

a. Defeat turans                b. Meet his father          c. Kill Rustum                 d. Join Persia 

Ans--b. meet his father 

 

91-Who had a chance to kill Rustum? 

a.Sohrab                      b.Tahminah            c. Soldiers                        d. Chieftain of Toran 

Ans.A.Sohrab 

 

92- Who killed Sohrab? 

a.Knight                     b . Chieftain                 c. Enemies of Persia                         d- Rustum 

 

Ans. D-Rustum 

 

 

 

93-Who is the poem addressed to? 

a. Maker of Earth              b. Sea and sky                        c. Almighty God                         d-Dumb Creatures 

Ans.c almighty God 

 

94- Who is the maker of earth sea and sky? 

a. Maker                              b. God                                     c. Earth                                  d. Sky 

And.B. God 

 

95- Where did the starry world hang? 
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a. above high  in the sky           b- heaven           c. too high                       d-  near god. 

Ans. a. above high  in the sky  

           

96- Who listens to the voiceless prayer of dumb creature ? 

a- Almighty God                         b. poet                             c- birds                      d.reader 

Ans. a- Almighty God 

                          

97-  Who wrote the poem prayer for dumb creatures? 

a. William Wordsworth                 b. Ben Johnson                         c- G.E.Goodrich              c-William Blake 

Ans.G.E.Goodrich 
 

98-. ________ is the poet of the pom, ‘A Nurse’s Song’. 
a. G.E.Goodrich                          b. William Blake                   c. Sri Aurobind                     d. Ben Johnson 

Ans-    b. William Blake       
              

99-. The voices of children are heard on the ________ 

a. Green                     b. Hill                      c. Buildings                          d. Ground 

Ans- a. Green                      

                   

100-. The laughing of children is heard on the ________ 

a. Ground                        b. Hill                             c. Buildings                     d. Ground 

Ans- b. Hill      

                         

101-. The nurse called the children to come home as the ________ of night arise. 

a. Stars                    b. Moon                  c. Sun                         d. Dews 

Ans-  d. Dews 

 

102-. The children said that wanted to play yet because hills are yet covered with ________ 

a. Cows                       b. Sheep                   c. Goats                       d. Deers 

Ans- b. Sheep    
                 

103-. The little ones leaped and shouted and laughed and all the hills ________ 

a. Repeated                      b. Vibrated                    c. Echoed                          d. Reflected 

Ans- c. Echoed                           

 

 

 

 

104- What did the fisher man got in bally of a carp? 

a. Stone                            b. Bracelet                   . fish net                  d- Ring 

Ans.D. ring 

105-Who arrest the fisher man ? 

a- Police man             b- the king                     c- chief of the policeman            d- two police man  

Ans-  d- two police man. 

106- When did the policeman arrest the fisher man? 

a- When he was cutting the carp.                    B- When he was cutting the sharp 

c- When he saw selling the ring.                        d-  When he was just selling the ring. 
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Ans-.    d-  When he was just selling the ring. 

 

107-The fisherman lived on the bank of the river    --------? 

a- Ganga river                    b-Brahmaputra river                            c- Jamuna river          d-  Jhelum river 

Ans-  a- Ganga river                
 

108-Who, according to the to the policeman, did the ring belongs to? 

a. Queen                         b- King                                   c- prince                             d- Princess. 

Ans.B. king 

 

109- Who is Januka & Suchaka? 

a. Policeman                          b-Chief of police                          c- Soldier                  d- guards 

Ans.A. policeman 

 

110-What did the chief of the police bring from the king? 

a. Bracelet                       b-Ring                          c-written order                       d- Gold ring 

Ans.C.written order 

 

111-What reward did the king gave to the fishermen? 

a. Golden coins                       b-. Precious bracelet                             c-Silver coins               d-diamond ring 

And.B. precious bracelet   
 

112- who went to meet the king? 

a. Fisherman                     b-Suchaka                            c- Januka                     d- Chief of the police. 

Ans.D. chief of the police. 

 

113- "I live on the Ganges at the spot where Indira come down". Who said there words? 

a. King                            b-police man                         c-Fisherman                             d- Chief of police 

Ans.C. fisherman 

 

114- “I owe you my life". Who does 'I' refer to? 

A.suchaka                        B-.Chief            c- Fisherman                              d-King 

Ans.C. fisherman 

 

115-"you can't just drop in on a king? Who does'you'refer to? 

a.januka                          b- Suchaka                               c-Fisherman                         d- The chief of the police 

Ans    b  Suchaka. 
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1. One word substitution 
 
1. Give one word for ‘Small field where animals are kept’____________   

   A. shed                   B. zoo                    C. garden             D.  Paddock  

Ans- D.  Paddock 

02-Give one word for, “Head of the educational institution”.   

 a) Educationist                 b) Mastermind                  c) Principal                d) Principle  

Ans- c) Principal                 
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03- The study of human behavior is  ________ 

A. Sociology                     B. Biology            C. Psychology                 D. Physiology  

B. Ans- C. Psychology                  

04- Give one word for, “Study of plant in relation with living creature”.   

 a) Biology,                 b) Sociology                  c) Ecology                 d) Zoology    

Ans- c) Ecology                  

05- One word for ‘animals of a region or period’ is 

      A. flora              B. fauna           C. zoo                D. mamels.  

Ans- B. fauna            

06- Give one word for ‘a place for keeping bees’ ________ 

    A. garden                     B. aviary            C. apiary                 D. shed  

Ans- C. apiary                  

07- Give one word for ‘a place for keeping birds’ ________ 

    A. garden                     B. aviary            C. apiary                 D. shed  

Ans- B. aviary             

08- Give one word for, “Study of society and social relationship”.   

 a) Biology,                 b) Sociology                  c) Ecology                 d) Zoology    

Ans- b) Sociology                   

 

2. Passive forms 
 
01-Rani sang a beautiful song. The above sentence can be written in passive voice as _____  

     A. A beautiful song was g sang by Rani.                          B. A beautiful song was sang.  

     C. Rani sang beautiful song.                                            D .  A beautiful song Rani sang.  

Ans- A. A beautiful song was g sang by Rani.                           

02-Neha prepared the coffee.  The above sentence can be changed into passive voice as-   

  a) The coffee is prepared by Neha.                         b) The coffee was prepared by Neha.   

 c) The coffee is being prepared by Neha.                     d The coffee had prepared by Neha 

Ans- b) The coffee was prepared by Neha.   
 
03- Ajamal gave a nice speech.     The above sentence can be written in passive voice as _____  

. A. A nice speech was given by Ajamal.                          B. A nice speech was given Ajmal.  

C. Ajamal gave nice speech.                                         D .  A nice speech Ajamal gave.  

Ans-. A. A nice speech was given by Ajamal.      
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04-) He writes a good story.                   (  The sentence can be changed into passive voice as- )  

a) A story was written by him.                                    b) A good story is being written by him,  

 c) A good story is written by him.                     d) A good story was being written by him.  

Ans- c) A good story is written by him.         

              

05- Dad gave the gift.               This sentence can be written in passive voice as _____  

. A. The gift is given by Dad.                              B .The gift was given by Dad. 

C. The gift had given by Dad.                                       D. The gift have given by Dad.  

Ans-.       B .The gift was given by Dad. 

 

06- Aatif writes a good story.    The sentence can be changed into passive voice as-   

 a) A story was written by Aatif.                b) A good story is being written by Aatif,  

 c) A good story is written by Aatif.          d) A good story was being written by Aatif.  

ANS- c) A good story is written by Aatif.        

    

07- Shama gave a good lesson.       The above sentence can be written in passive voice as _____  

A. A good lesson was given by Shama.                          B. A good lesson was given.  

C. Shama gave good lesson.                                       D .  A good lesson Shama gave.  

Ans- A. A good lesson was given by Shama.            

                

08- She gave the Mango.  The above sentence can be written in passive voice as _____  

. A. The Mango was given by her .                          B. The Mango was given.  

C. She gave  by The Mango.                                       D .  The Mango she gave by her.  

Ans- A. The Mango was given by her .                           

09- He writes a good story.    The above sentence can be changed into passive voice as-   

a) A story was written by him.                        b) A good story is being written by him,  

 c) A good story is written by him.                     d) A good story was being written by him.  

Ans- c) A good story is written by him.                      

10- Anjali made a clay model.        This sentence can be changed into passive voice as.    

  A.   A clay model was being made by Anjali.                  B.   A clay model was made by Anjali.     

 C.   A clay model had been made by Anjali.                               D.   A clay model is made by Anjali. 
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Ans- B.   A clay model was made by Anjali.     

 
01- Ganga is the longest river of India. The underlined word in the above sentence is  

   A. proper noun              B. abstract noun               C. collective noun        D. common noun  

Ans- D. common noun 

02_ Arshad is now joined the army. The underlined word is ____________  

 a) Proper Noun                                      b) Common Noun   

  c) Abstract Noun                                 d) Collective Noun   

Ans- d) Collective Noun   

 
03- Hari lives in Bengaluru. The underlined word is ____________  

 a) Proper Noun                                      b) Common Noun   

 c) Abstract Noun                                 d) Collecting Noun   

Ans- a) Proper Noun                                       

04-. Give me a knife. the plural form of knife is. 

   A. knifes              B. knives               C. knisies        D. knivies  

Ans- B. knives     

            

05- Naveeda carried a bunch of grapes.. The underlined word in the above sentence is  

   A. proper noun              B. abstract noun               C. collective noun        D. common noun  

Ans- C. collective noun      

    

06- Indian army is highly professional. The underlined word in the above sentence is  

   A. proper noun              B. abstract noun               C. collective noun        D. common noun  

Ans- C. collective noun    

      

07- Raju lived a happy life. The underlined word is ____________  

 a) Proper Noun                                      b) Common Noun   

 c) Abstract Noun                                 d) Collecting Noun   

Ans- c) Abstract Noun    

08- Honesty is the best policy.          The underlined word is___________  

   A. proper noun              B. collective noun                   C. abstract noun           D.  Common noun 
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Ans- C. abstract noun            

01-What a beautiful building Taj Mahal is! 

  The above sentence can be changed into an assertive sentence as __ 

 A. Taj Mahal is a building.                       B. What kind of building is Taj Mahal?  

C. Taj Mahal is a beautiful building.                  D. Taj Mahal is very beautiful building.  

Ans- D. Taj Mahal is very beautiful building. 

02- What a nice Car it is!       The above sentence can be changed into an assertive sentence as  

a) It is a nice Car.                  b) It is a very nice Car.         c) Nice Car it is.                   d) Very nice Car it is.  

Ans- b) It is a very nice Car.          

03- How beautiful Rani is!         The above sentence can be changed into an assertive sentence as __ 

 A. Rani is very beautiful.                                        B. Rani is more beautiful.                        

C. Rani is most beautiful.                                        D. Rani was very beautiful.  

Ans-         D. Rani was very beautiful.                 

04- What a nice place it is!       The above sentence can be changed into an assertive sentence as  

a) It is a nice place.                 b) It is a very nice place.   

 c) Nice place it is.                          d) Very nice place it is.  

Ans- b) It is a very nice place.   

05- What a tall building it is!      The sentence can be changed into an assertive sentence as  

a) It is a tall building.                     b) It is a very tall building.   

 c) Tall building it is.                          d) Very tall building it is.  

Ans-.   b) It is a very tall building.   

06- What a wonderful building Taj hotel is!      The above sentence can be changed into an assertive 

sentence as __ 

 A. Taj hotel is a  big building.                       B. What kind of building is Taj hotelis. 

C. Taj hotel is a  very wonderful building.                  D. Taj hotel is very huge building.  

Ans- C. Taj hotel is a  very wonderful building.         

07- What a huge building Vidhana Soudha is!      The above sentence can be changed into an 

assertive sentence as _ 

 A. Vidhana Soudha is a building.                       B. What kind of building is Vidhana Soudha?  

C. Vidhana Soudha is a big building.                  D. Vidhana Soudha is very huge building.  

08- What an intelligent boy Danish is!            This sentence is change into assertive as   

   A.   Danish is a very intelligent boy                  B.   An intelligent boy Danish is.    
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  C.   Danish is an intelligent boy.                         D.   Danish was very intelligent. 

 

5. Prefixes     (ANSWERS ARE IN BOLD LETTERS) 

 
01- The word ‘polite’ can be written in its antonym form by using the prefix____  

    A. im                     B. in                        C. un                     D.  dis  

02-The word “Healthy” can be written in its antonym form by using the prefix     

 a) Im                       b) Un                         c) in                                   d)ir  

3 _The word “legal” can be written in its antonym form by using the preffix – 

      A. in               B. un            C. il                D. ir  

04-- The word “Possible” can be written in its antonym form by using the prefix     

 a) Im                       b) Un                         c) in                                   d)ir  

 
05- Use appropriate prefix to get the antonym of the word ‘continue’. 

    A. in                    B. dis            C. irr                 D. non 

06- The word “Responsible” can be written in its antonym form by using the prefix     

 a) Im                       b) Un                         c) in                                   d)ir  

07- The word “Like” can be written in its antonym (0pp0site) form by using the prefix – 

      A. dis                 B. no             C. in                D. un  

08- The word “happy” can be written in its antonym form by using the prefix – 

      A. dis                 B. il             C. ir                D. un  

 
 

6. Remove too-to and use so-that-not 
 
01- The fruit was too rotten to eat.  

This can be write by removing’ too .. to’ and using’ so that not ‘as  

 A. The fruit was so much rotten                    B. The fruit was so rotten that one cannot eat. 

 C. The rotten fruit cannot be eaten.                D. The fruit is rotten and cannot be eaten. 

02- This news is too good to be true.   

       This can be written by removing ‘too….to’ and using ‘so that not ‘ as-   

a) This news is so good that it cannot be true.   

b) This news is so good that it be true  

 c) This news is  too good that it cannot be true   
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 d) This news is so good to be true.   

03- The tea is too hot to drink. This can be write by removing’ too .. to’ and using’ so that not ‘as ___ 

 A. The tea is so hot that one cannot drink.                  B. The tea is so hot to drink. 

 C The tea was so hot that one cannot drink.                  D. The tea had so hot that one cannot drink. 

 

04- This news is too good to be true.   

a) This news is so good that it cannot be true.                            b) This news is so good that it be true  

 c) This news is  too good that it cannot be true                                d) This news is so good to be true.   

 

05- The fruit was too rotten to eat. 

 A. The fruit was so much rotten                    B. The fruit was so rotten that one cannot eat. 

 C. The rotten fruit cannot be eaten.                D. The fruit is rotten and cannot be eaten. 

 

06-)- The wall is too high to climb.     

a) The wall is so high that it cannot be climb.                 b) The wall is so high that it be climb. 

 c) The wall is  too high that it cannot be climb.       d) The wall is so high to be climb.   

 

07-– The rice was too hot to eat.   

  A. The rice was so much hot                    B. The rice was so hot that one cannot eat. 

 C. The hot rice cannot be eaten.                D. The rice is hot and cannot be eaten. 

 

08- The fruit was too rotten to eat. 

 A. The fruit was so much rotten                    B. The fruit was so rotten that one cannot eat. 

 C. The rotten fruit cannot be eaten.                D. The fruit is rotten and cannot be eaten. 

 

09- This news is too fake to be true.    

a) This news is so fake that it cannot be true.                  b) This news is so fake that it be true  

 c) This news is too  fake that it cannot be true                d) This news is so fake to be true.   

10- He is too slow to win the race. 

  The above sentence can be re-written by using So…that …not‘    

  A.   He is so slow to win the race.               B. He is so slow that he cannot win the race .     

 C.    He is slow that he cannot win the race.      D. He cannot win the race.    
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01 -The box is  ________ the table.  Fill in the blank with correct preposition 

       A. on              B. under               C. into               D. above 

 

02- India is the biggest country ____________Asia. Fill the correct preposition  

 a) On                            b) In                     c) Of                           d) To   

 

03-_Raju and  Rahul are going ------- Bombay.     Fill in the blank with correct preposition 

       A. to             B. for              C. and               D. with 

 

04- Children are very fond_______ sweets.    The suitable preposition to fill in the blank is     

  A. of                     B.   off                    C.  with                 D. for 

 
05- She is the one ______________ won the race. Fill in with suitable conjunction. 

       A. on              B. who               C. that               D. this 

 

06-) Teachers teach us values in our daily ME Class. , here the verb is. 

 A. teacher.                       B. values               C. teach.                  D. class 

 

07-)   Alas! The beggar is died.  The underlined word is ____________  

 a) Preposition             b) Conjunction                 c) Interjection                                     d) Exclamation   

 

08- Hockey is the national game _____ India.. Fill the correct preposition  

 a) On                            b) In                     c) Of                           d) To   

 

08- The teacher distributed sweets_____ the students.. Fill in the blank with correct preposition 

       A. among              B. under               C. between               D. in 

 

09- The mother parrot led the babies ________ the tree Fill in the blank with correct preposition 

       A. on              B. under               C. into               D. above 

 

8. Framing questions  
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01- Latha acted in 8 films in Hindi and Marathi.  

The correct form of question to be framed to get the underlined word as answer is ______ 

  A. Who acted in 8 films?                                  B. How much film did Latha acted? 

  C. How many films did Latha act in Hindi and Marathi?  

  D. How many films did Latha acted in Hindi and Marathi?  

02- Anees bought a new bike   last week. Frame a question to get the underlined word as answer.   

 a) What did Anees buy last week?                      b) What does Anees buy last week?   

 c) What bought Anees last week?                         d) What buys Anees last week?   

03- Shahrukh Khan acted more than 1000 Hindi films .  

  The correct form of question to be framed to get the underlined word as answer is ______ 

  A. Who acted in more then1000 Hindi films?                     B. How much film does Shahrukh Khan acted? 

  C. How much films did Shahrukh Khan acted?               D. How many films did Shahrukh Khan acted?  

 Ramesh bought a car last week. Frame a question to get the underlined word as answer.   

 a) What did Ramesh buy last week?                      b) What does Ramesh buy last week ?   

 c) What bought Ramesh last week?                         d) What buys Ramesh last week ?   

05- Ravi bought a new bike last week. Frame a question to get the underlined word as answer.   

 a) What did Ravi buy last week?                      b) What does Ravi buy last week?   

 c) What bought Ravi last week?                         d) What buys Ravi last week?   

06-) Narendra Modi launched a new program about digital India.  

The correct form of question to be framed to get the underlined word as answer is ______ 

  A. When did Narendra Modi launched a new program about digital India ? 

    B. What did  Narendra Modi launched.? 

   C .Who launched a new program about digital India? 

   D. Why  Narendra Modi launched a new program about digital India.?  

07- Ramesh wrote his final exam last week. Frame a question to get the underlined word as answer.   

 a) When did Ramesh write his final exam ?                      b) What does Ramesh wrote last week ?   

 c) What wrote Ramesh last week?                                   d) What wrote Ramesh last week ?   

10- Rani has bought a new dress from Asian Sky Shop.         

    To get the underlined word as answer, question should be.   

   A.   Who bought a new dress ?              B.   From where did Rani bought a new dress ? 

    C.  What did Rani bought ?                 D.  When did Rani bought a new dress ? 


